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Electric vehicles are 50% heavier.

Tyre noise increases with load = + 3 dB.

Tyre noise increases with pressure = + 3dB.

Size of the problem = + 6 dB

Can road impact response be used as a measure?

BCU activity was directed at understanding Body Noise Paths 

and  responses in a Global sense, looking at opportunities for 

lightweighting and integration.



Can road impact response be used as a measure?





Compare 7 cars  ^

 Average of 7 cars ->



Can road impact response be used as a measure?

There is some variability in excitation, about 2 dB.

The response as an A-weighted response is very consistent.

The response shows expected relationships to each wheel.

The response matches steady state road tests.

The test is suitable for very large scale surveys.



An opportunity for evidence based design?

Research questions:

The concentration of battery mass - does it raise or lower low 

frequency response?

Integration of parts - is that helpful or unhelpful?

Casting in alloy - is that helpful or unhelpful?



Example 1: Strut top mounting

Casting in alloy to adjust stiffness - is that helpful or unhelpful?



Example 2: Cross car beam

Casting in alloy - is that helpful or unhelpful?

Squeak and rattle testing - IAC



Example 3: Assembly techniques

Assembly techniques - is that helpful or unhelpful?

Placement year student - production tooling Nissan



Example 4: Structural battery strategy

Structural strategy for added mass - is that helpful or unhelpful?



Conclusions

Electric vehicles are competing with premium vehicles and owners expect very 
low noise levels and negligible servicing needs.

The best electric vehicles have unique air spring chassis and tyre technology 
to produce a ‘quiet ride’. The target is ‘Quiet Ride’.

Constant speed testing is appropriate. You can always find a bad road 
surface.

The battery compartment modifies the modal response of the steel car body to 
low frequency vibration and noise paths.

The mainstream electric vehicle is a steel bodied SUV with high pressure 
tyres. 

Noise path quality and consistency being monitored at BCU.



Electric vehicles are competing with premium vehicles and owners expect very low 
noise levels and negligible servicing needs.

The best electric vehicles have unique air spring chassis and tyre technology to 
produce a ‘quiet ride’. The target is ‘Quiet Ride’.

Constant speed testing is appropriate. You can always find a bad road surface.

The battery compartment modifies the modal response of the steel car body to low 
frequency vibration and noise paths.

The mainstream electric vehicle is a steel bodied SUV with high pressure tyres. 

Subframe isolation is the main barrier to interior road noise. Noise path quality and 
consistency is built by robotic assembly by BCU student at NMUK. Noise path 
quality is being monitored at BCU.
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 A small group investigated tyre noise inside electric and IC vehicles on inner city 
roads and some major A roads.

The methodology focussed on comparing interior noise levels over road surfaces 
ranging from cobblestones to good and pitted tarmac. Vehicles were also 
compared qualitatively.

In common with other workers we found that the noise levels varied strongly with 
the road type. Electric vehicles were about 50% heavier than the IC vehicles, with 
tyre pressures about 50% higher.

Except for the most expensive battery electric vehicles, we found instances of 
much higher interior road noise. Our conclusion is that mainstream budget EVs 
risk becoming unpopular in cities due to poor levels of refinement.


